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Presented study analyses different jet parameters that appear during and after bubble collapse, namely bubble
center displacement, length of a jet-pierced bubble and size of the rebounded bubble and their relation to
anisotropy parameter in a vicinity of a liquid–liquid interface. In experiments cavitation bubble was produced
with a focused pulsed laser and its dynamics was recorded by a high-speed camera. Two different types of liquidliquid interfaces consisting of distilled water and two types of silicone oil were used for the study in order to be
able to compare the influence of anisotropy parameter on the magnitude of considered jet parameters. The
elongation of the cavitation bubble during jet protrusion was analysed and compared for both interface types.
The study exhibits systemic approach to jet parameter consideration and presents an important step in under
standing the behaviour of cavitation bubble near liquid-liquid interfaces.

1. Introduction
Cavitation remains a popular and important subject of scientific in
vestigations due to its applicability in the fields of industry, medicine,
chemistry, food processing, metallurgy, nanomaterials and many others
[1–7]. Phenomena associated with cavitation play a key role in kidney
stone removal surgery [8,9], membrane rupturing in ophthalmic treat
ments [10,11], surface cleaning [12], homogenization of colloidal liq
uids [13], water purification [14,15], fragmentation, de-agglomeration
and dispersion of crystals [16], exfoliation of nanomaterials [17] and in
emulsion preparation [18,19]. Motivation for study of cavitation also
stems from the need to avoid its undesired effects, most importantly in
engines that use propellers and pumps, which are susceptible to erosion
related to cavitation bubbles [20–23].
The first study dealing with cavitation effects in a vicinity of a liq
uid–liquid interface is a paper by Chahine & Bovis [24], in which au
thors address the liquid jet dependence on the distance between the
interface and the center of the bubble. Significant amount of work was
done recently to gain deeper understanding of ultrasonic emulsification.
The revitalisation of the research field was sparked by observations of
Stepišnik Perdih et al. [18] who challenged the previous understanding
of the emulsification process. Another step towards deeper under
standing of the process was recently made by Wu et al. [19] who studied
the role of the presence of gas bubbles in the process. Since only bubble

clusters with a rare appearance of a single cavitation bubble can be
generated by ultrasound, an even deeper insight could not be obtained
in these studies. Hence we developed a technique, where laser break
down, in either water or oil, is used to observe the interaction between a
single bubble and the liquid–liquid interface [25]. In that study some
questions remained open due to the curvature of the interface, which
does not relate well to the applied process. In this paper we improved
and substantially expanded the research presented in the previous
paper. By implementing a method proposed in [26], a completely flat
liquid–liquid interface was achieved without the meniscus effect taking
place, which typically inhibits a detailed study of bubble dynamics. In
addition to that, a large number of measurements with varying param
eters were performed with a high-speed camera in order to statistically
demonstrate the influence of anisotropy parameter on cavitation bubble
dynamics.
Anisotropy parameter ζ was introduced by Supponen et al. [27] and
represents a dimensionless measure of the liquid momentum at the
collapse point. Anisotropy parameter is associated with the magnitude
of different observable jet parameters, such as bubble displacement, jet
speed, jet-impact time and others. In the case of liquid–liquid interface
the anisotropy parameter can be expressed as:
ζ = 0.195γ − 2 (ρ1 − ρ2 )(ρ1 + ρ2 )− 1 n
where ρ1 represents density of the liquid in which cavitation bubble
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup scheme.

is generated and ρ2 is the density of the liquid that forms interface with
the first liquid, n is a normal unit vector on the interface pointing to the
bubble center and γ is a dimensionless measure of the relative distance
between the center of cavitation bubble and the interface, defined as:

Table 1
Characteristics of two types of liquid-liquid interfaces used in experiments.
interface 1

γ = h/Rmax

substance

where h is a distance between the center of the bubble and the liq
uid–liquid interface and Rmax is a maximum bubble radius.
Since anisotropy parameter depends on the difference in densities of
both liquids, it is expected the magnitude of observable jet parameters to
be different when replacing one liquid with another. For the purpose of
this study two different interfaces were considered, both consisted of
water on one side and silicone oil on the other. Two types of silicone oil
with different densities were chosen. It is expected that the jet param
eters will be more pronounced in the case where difference in densities
between both liquids is higher. Three different jet parameters were
selected for the study, namely bubble center displacement, length of a
jet-pierced bubble and size of the rebounded bubble. Special emphasis
was put on bubble dynamics in the immediate vicinity of the interface.

density (g/mL)
kinematic viscosity
(cst)
anisotropy parameter

interface 2

liquid 1

liquid 2

liquid 1

liquid 2

distilled
water
0.997
0.89

silicone
oil
0.913
5

distilled
water
0.997
0.89

silicone
oil
0.960
50

ζ1 = 0.0086γ-2n

ζ2 = 0.0037γ-2n

frame and is a consequence of liquid wetting on the container wall.
When poured in a container, the liquid surface is curved on the edges of
the container due to intermolecular forces, causing the liquid to form a
contact angle with respect to the container wall.
In the study presented in this paper, approach to minimize meniscus
effect proposed by Tsai et al. [26] was considered. Liquid container was
made of polycarbonate to reduce the static contact angle by a maximum
amount. Moreover, a syringe was used to add and remove water from
the tank in order to achieve near 90◦ dynamic contact angle. After the
relaxation, the laser was triggered and recording of bubble dynamics
was performed with a high speed camera.
Since anisotropy parameter is proportional to the difference of
densities of liquids on each side of the interface, it is expected that jet
parameters would be more or less pronounced depending on the liquids
chosen for experiments. It was decided that the denser liquid will be in
all cases distilled water with a density of 0.997 g/mL at 25 ◦ C and the
less dense liquid will be in first case silicone oil with a density of 0.913
g/ml and in the second case silicone oil with a density of 0.960 g/mL.
Both types of silicone oil differ also in viscosity, however viscosity has a
negligible effect on bubbles. According to numerous studies [27–30]
influence of viscosity and surface tensions on cavitation bubble dy
namics is negligible unless for extremely small bubbles with sizes less
than 10-5 mm. Some experimental studies analysed influence of surface
tension, vapour pressure and other factors on bubble dynamics, how
ever, the bubbles were quite small and the used liquids were very
different from one another [31,32]. Since the presented study deals with
bubbles with a diameter of 1 mm and more it is thus justified to neglect
mentioned contributions, especially since the surface tension of different

2. Experimental setup
Experimental setup was similar to the one used in [25]. Cavitation
bubble was produced by a 5 ns Q–switched Nd:YAG pulsed laser. The
incident laser beam with a wavelength of 1064 nm was tightly focused
and had a numerical aperture of approximately 0.25. Laser pulse energy
was set to 10 mJ, which is well above the threshold for optical break
down in water and silicone oil. A polycarbonate liquid container with
dimensions 10 × 10 × 10 cm containing distilled water and silicone oil
was placed on a supporting metal plate, which was attached to a vertical
micrometer translation stage. The translation stage was used to control
the position of a cavitation bubble and the distance between the bubble
and the interface. This was possible since laser beam entered liquid
container from the bottom through a hole in the supporting metal plate.
High-speed camera Photron Fastcam SA-Z was used to record bubble
dynamics at a frame rate of 210,000 fps. Illumination was achieved by
Ryobi One + LED light source operating at 50,000 lm. Experimental
setup scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.
Special attention was put to eliminate the meniscus effect from the
recordings. Meniscus effect is manifested as a dark strip on the recorded
2
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associated with respective surface 1 or 2 and the ratio between both
values is fixed, independently of γ. We are thus observing the influence
of the stated anisotropy parameter ratio (ζ1/ ζ2 = 2.32) to selected jet
parameters.
Selected recording sequences shown in following figures demon
strate different examples of cavitation bubble dynamics near interface 1.
In Table 2 facts about recording sequences from each figure are stated.
Examples demonstrate bubble dynamics at γ coefficient assuming
values larger than 1, between 0 and 1 and approximately 0 on each side
of the liquid–liquid interface. When γ is larger than 1, the bubble is
furthest from the interface and the interface is expected to have least
influence on its dynamics. When γ is smaller than 1, bubble maximum
radius is smaller than the bubble-membrane separation distance and
significant influence on bubble dynamics is expected. Likewise in case of
γ ≈ 0.
In Fig. 2 recording sequences of bubble dynamics at γ greater than 1
on both sides of the interface are shown. Silicone oil is on the left side of
the interface and distilled water is on the right side. Both liquids appear
grey in the recordings, while bubble is black. Frames are flipped by 90◦
relatively to the actual setup due to high-speed camera positioning.
Laser beam is incident from the right on each frame. Very weak influ
ence of cavitation bubble on the interface is noticed. The interface re
mains almost flat throughout the bubble oscillation cycle with only
small bending during the bubble expansion phase in both cases (see
frames at 114.29 µs). Liquid jet is detected by observing the elongated
shape of the rebounded bubble. It appears in both cases and is always
directed from left to right. The jet direction is determined by anisotropy
parameter vector, which in case of liquid–liquid interface always points
towards denser liquid [27].
Fig. 3 shows recording sequences of cavitation bubble dynamics near
a liquid–liquid interface. Coefficient γ is in both cases less than 0.5. Very
apparent bending of the interface is caused by the expanding bubble.
Strong jetting is produced upon bubble collapse, due to the close

Table 2
Description of recording conditions for selected recordings.

Fig. 2a
Fig. 2b
Fig. 3a
Fig. 3b
Fig. 4

γ
coefficient

Substance in which bubble
is produced

Bubble position with respect
to the interface

1.78
1.69
0.38
0.44
0

Water
Silicone oil
Water
Silicone oil
Water and silicone oil

Far from the interface
Far from the interface
Near the interface
Near the interface
At the interface

types of silicone oils is almost the same, while vapour pressure tends to
be very low. Thus, by far the most important factor in determining
bubble dynamics are characteristics of the interface itself, i.e. anisotropy
parameter. In Table 1 characteristics of liquids used for experiments as
well as anisotropy parameter as a function of γ coefficient are listed.
Coefficient γ values were varied from 0 to approximately 2 on each side
of the interface. In case of interface 1 anisotropy parameter ζ1 is more
than twice the value than in case of interface 2 (ζ1/ ζ2 = 2.32), which
should influence observable jet parameters, namely bubble center
displacement, length of jet–pierced bubble and size of the rebounded
bubble. There was one repetition for each experiment.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Different regimes of bubble dynamics
Frames from recordings of cavitation bubble were arranged in frame
sequences to offer a comprehensive overview of the bubble dynamics in
different circumstances. The first frame in the recording in which cavi
tation bubble appears was marked as 0 µs, the following frames are
marked relatively with respect to the first frame. Although γ served as
independent variable in experiments, it was actually anisotropy
parameter ζ, where the focus of the study was directed. This parameter is

Fig. 2. Recording sequence of cavitation bubble dynamics far from the interface. Bubble is in one case produced in water with γ = 1.78 (ζ = 0.00271) (a) and in
another case in silicone oil with γ = 1.69 (ζ = 0.00301) (b). The scale bar in the first frame of sequences represents 1 mm. Interface is also marked with a red line in
the first frame. Water is on the right side of the interface and silicone oil on the left as noted. White arrow in the frame where jet first appears indicates direction of
the jet, red arrow indicates interface bending.
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Fig. 3. Recording sequence of cavitation bubble dynamics near the interface. Bubble is in one case produced in water with γ = 0.38 (ζ = 0.0594) (a) and in another
case in silicone oil with γ = 0.44 (ζ = 0.0449) (b). The scale bar in the first frame of sequences represents 1 mm. Interface is also marked with a red line in the first
frame. Water is on the right side of the interface and silicone oil on the left as noted. Arrow in the frame where jet first appears indicates direction of the jet.

Fig. 4. Recording sequence of cavitation bubble dynamics at the interface with γ ≈ 0 (ζ → ∞). The scale bar in the first frame of the sequence represents 1 mm.
Interface is also marked with a red line in the first frame. Water is on the right side of the interface and silicone oil on the left as noted. White arrow in the frame
where jet first appears indicates direction of the jet. Red arrow in the last frame indicates smearing around the bubble by tiny oily droplets.

proximity of the interface, as observed by the noticeably elongated
rebounded bubble in Fig. 3a (frames 242.86 µs — 314.29 µs), while in
Fig. 3b (frames 228.57 µs — 414.29 µs), the rebounded bubble dynamics
gets more complex while it penetrates the interface, implying a more
complex jet pattern, although general bubble elongation is still
apparent.
Cavitation bubble dynamics at γ ≈ 0 is shown in Fig. 4. Very strong
jetting compared to recordings with larger γ coefficient is observed upon
bubble collapse, as the bubble is stretching into the water.
A funnel-shaped interface can be noticed in the frames 385.71 µs —
414.29 µs, which is a result of the left part of the bubble being dragged
through the interface by the pressure gradient [33], while the bubble

surroundings gets smeared with tiny oily droplets around the bubble.
The elongated tip of the bubble eventually disintegrates and leaves
behind many separate cavitation leftovers concentrated on a line, where
the liquid jet flew through. The influence of the interface on bubble
dynamics is most pronounced in case of γ ≈ 0, while the interface is not
affected much during the bubble growth and collapse phase. The reason
that interface appears unaffected is probably that in case of γ ≈ 0, laserinduced plasma appears on both sides of the interface, causing vapor
ization of both oil and water and thus the interface effectively disappears
in the bubble region. The jet however nevertheless appears, since one
side of the bubble borders oil and the other side borders water.

4
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Fig. 5. Recording sequences of jet development in case of interface 1 (a) and interface 2 (b) with γ ≈ 0 (ζ → ∞) in both cases. The scale bar in the first frame of
sequences represents 1 mm. Interface is also marked with a red line in the first frame. Water is on the right side of the interface and silicone oil on the left as noted. Jet
is always directed from left to right.

Fig. 6. Propagation of bubble tip position during jetting (a) and velocity of bubble tip during propagation (b). In both cases power function fit was applied.

3.2. Jet development

Table 3
Characteristics of jet-elongated bubble.

In order to study influence of liquid–liquid interface on a jet-pierced
bubble, a comparison between an interface with lower-density silicone
oil and water (interface 1) and an interface with higher-density silicone
oil and water (interface 2) at γ ≈ 0 was made. Fig. 5a shows cavitation
bubble evolution during the liquid jet penetration through the interface
1 while Fig. 5b shows similar evolution in case of interface 2. It takes
much longer until the jet-pierced elongated bubble disintegrates. At the
same time the elongation of the cavitation bubble is larger in the case of
interface 1, indicating a stronger jet. A maximum volume of the cavi
tation bubble is also larger in the first case (compare frames at 76.19 µs
in both cases). All these indications confirm the assertion that effects
related to jetting are stronger when difference in densities of liquids on
both sides of the interface is larger. Diagram in Fig. 6a shows movement
of the tip of the jet-elongated bubble for both cases of the liquid–liquid
interface, while diagram in Fig. 6b shows the current velocity of the jetelongated bubble tip during bubble expansion. Velocity was calculated
as a change of tip position between two consecutive frames divided by

Length of jet elongated bubble before disintegration
Time from collapse until disintegration
Maximum bubble volume

Interface 2

Interface 1

3.36 mm
71 µs
1.9 mm3

3.67 mm
119 µs
2.6 mm3

the time between frames. It can be concluded from the diagrams that in
case of interface 1 bubble expands faster in the beginning, but slows
down faster and reaches shorter final length before disintegration. In
Table 3 jet-elongated bubble characteristics are listed for both discussed
cases.
3.3. Different interfaces
Jet parameters, namely displacement of the bubble center (differ
ence in bubble position at the start of expansion and the end of collapse
phase), maximum length of jet-pierced bubble and maximum size of the
5
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Fig. 7. Bubble displacement in oil (a) and water (b). Linear fit is applied for both cases.

Fig. 8. Maximum length of a jet-pierced bubble in oil (a) and in water (b). The data were fitted with linear function.

rebounded bubble were studied to estimate the influence of the anisot
ropy parameter on the magnitude of the listed jet parameters. As evident
from the Table 1, anisotropy parameter ζ1 in case of lower-density sili
cone oil (interface 1) differs by a factor of 2.32 at fixed γ from the case
where higher-density silicone oil is used on one side of the liquid–liquid
interface (ζ2 corresponding to interface 2). As will be noticed, the results
are quite scattered, which is a result of the statistical nature of the
studied phenomena. The shape and size of laser-produced plasma at
optical breakdown and thus the exact shape and size of the cavitation
bubble varies from pulse to pulse. Small changes in initial conditions
lead to significant variance of the secondary effects, i.e. different jet
parameters. However, with sufficiently large statistics general trends
can be observed and explained by anisotropy parameter.
In Fig. 7 dependence of bubble center displacement on γ coefficient is

shown as determined from each recording. Negative γ values represent
bubble on the left side of the interface (silicone oil), whereas positive γ
values represent bubble produced in water. Throughout the entire range
of γ bubble displacement is always larger in case of lower-density sili
cone oil being used, which is in agreement with the assertion that larger
anisotropy parameter results in more intense jet parameters. Moreover,
at fixed γ, displacements are approximately two times the size in case of
lower-density silicone oil with respect to the higher-density oil, which is
almost the same as the ratio between both anisotropy parameters.
Maximum length of a jet-pierced bubble as a function of γ coefficient
as measured from recording frames for both types of interfaces is shown
in Fig. 8. The elongated bubble is on average longer in the case of lowerdensity silicone oil being used, however the difference is quite small,
especially when bubbles were generated in oil. In the latter case the

Fig. 9. Maximum relative radius of rebounded bubble in oil (a) and in water (b), measured relatively with respect to the maximum radius of the original bubble.
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measurements are scattered throughout the diagram and the difference
in general trend of bubble lengths between both types of interfaces can
be ascribed to measurement uncertainty. Things are more clear when
bubble was generated in water as seen in Fig. 8b, since the behaviour
was much more consistent. In general, the measurements agree with the
premise of jet parameters being larger in case of larger anisotropy
parameter (ζ1 > ζ2), however the difference is not as evident as in the
case of bubble displacement.
Lastly, size of the rebounded bubble as measured from the recording
frames was compared for both interfaces. Average radius of a rebounded
bubble was determined after estimating its maximum volume. Then,
relative radius of the rebounded bubble with respect to the maximum
radius of the original bubble was calculated at each γ. Similar to pre
vious comparisons maximum size of the rebounded bubble was statis
tically larger in case of interface with lower-density silicone oil, which is
again in correlation with the difference in anisotropy parameter for each
surface as seen from the graphs in Fig. 9. Measurements for negative γ
values are again much more scattered. Perhaps this can be associated
with impurities affecting the measurement consistency.
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longer jet-pierced bubble, although the velocity of bubble tip during jet
protrusion was on average larger in case of smaller anisotropy
parameter.
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